Assurance Dashboard Solution
Providing a single, dynamic view of the assurance
and compliance levels of your entire NHS IT estate

Assurance is the bedrock of evidence that gives confidence
that risk is being controlled effectively or, conversely,
highlights that certain controls are ineffective or there are
gaps that need to be addressed. But how do you have
assurance without a truthful and trustworthy view of your
NHS IT estate? And how can you possibly know the true
strength of your cyber posture and levels of compliance?
The ITHealth Assurance Dashboard Solution consolidates
all areas of your cyber security into a single, near real-time
view – giving complete, at-a-glance visibility of everything
happening across the network. It increases understanding
of the risks you face and levels of compliance at both a
local and NHS Digital level. Most importantly, it gives you
justified confidence in your assurance - at all times.
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“

The amount of unexpected information that we can access from the
dashboard is astounding. It has become a go-to-diagnostic tool.
Now, if we’re curious about anything on the network, we simply go
to the dashboard and within a few clicks we get the answer.”
MIKE PRESS, Chief Technical Officer, Nottinghamshire Health Informatics Service

How does it work?
An automated asset management and network inventory tool scans and re-scans all hardware and software on the network
and exposes the information in an intuitive dashboard interface. Every IP addressable asset is tracked - from workstations,
servers and printers to switches, monitors and software installs - even medical devices are captured. A granular level of detail
is supplied for each asset found, including: serial number, the last logged on Windows user, and remaining disk space – even
devices using default passwords are identified. The data is then fed into tailored status reports so the dashboard displays only
the most critical security information relevant to your NHS cyber defences and compliance in near real-time. Reports include,
for example: anti-virus and windows update status, encryption status, CareCERT alert compliance levels (including the number
of outstanding / resolved issues), active directory and user trends…the list goes on. ITHealth also provide monthly snapshot
summaries of the dashboard information to feed into hygiene and/or board reports; key trends are highlighted so you can
demonstrate progress over time.

Key features

Benefits
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CareCERT
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Huge

bulletin management - rapidly assess associated
risk levels and identify areas for remediation
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Patch

management - monitor installed Windows patches

and trends over time
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Hardware inventory and asset management
- incl. non-Windows devices
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Software

inventory and asset management

time-savings through a consolidated and

automated view of your entire NHS IT infrastructure
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Complete

and justified confidence in your assurance and
compliance levels at all times
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Simplified

CareCERT management frees up vital resource
and streamlines otherwise time-consuming processes
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One
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ITHealth
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Nearly
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Access

network management - integration with switches,
printers, UPSs, VMWare etc.
to assist with Data Security and Protection Toolkit
compliance
all data is exportable - create actionable work lists

remediation impact in near real-time

common view across all IT departments provides
‘one place to go’ for trusted network insight
monthly reports allow key information to be
shared swiftly and effectively throughout the organisation
to ITHealth’s purely NHS focussed technicians

Stay assured and compliant
Call: 0115 987 6339
Email: info@ithealth.co.uk
Visit: www.ithealth.co.uk
About ITHealth

ITHealth provide NHS organisations with proven and trusted IT security and access management solutions. Whether it’s providing fast,
reliable, and secure access for NHS mobile workers, or finding effective ways to reduce threats while improving productivity and clinical
workflows, ITHealth’s cost-effective solutions mean NHS systems and data are always secure, easy to access, and simple to manage.
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